CARRIER AND VESSEL SOLUTIONS

BLUETRACKER
AUTOMATIC
Bluetracker Automatic is the onboard sensor-driven
performance-data collection system, that strongly increases
the data density and data accuracy of a vessel’s operation.
Managing fleet performance increases with the high density and
accuracy of real-time vessel data collected during ship operation. As
a supplement to a manual reporting tool, the sensor-driven onboard
data-collection system Bluetracker Automatic gathers performance
data through standardized interfaces with multiple data sources such
as alarm and monitoring system (AMS), ECDIS, flow meters, loading
computer, etc.
Bluetracker Automatic is aimed at charterers, owners, ship managers
and liner operators as well as anyone keen on continually tracking
the real-time data of their fleet to serve as a baseline for data-driven
decision-making by using Bluetracker One analysis functionalities.
Through the use of the Energy Efficiency Monitoring (EEM) panel,
the performance data collected by Bluetracker Automatic is instantly
visible on board. As a result, the crew is able to check the efficiency
of the ship at any time and, if necessary, can take corrective action
during the voyage.

BENEFITS
Prevents incorrect data from being
entered and reduces time-consuming
manual data entry
High data density provides detailed
insights
No administrative outlay for the crew
Maximum data quality on shore
Standardized data structure
Data transferred for live tracking of
your fleet
Remote administration and software
updates of onboard server
Flexible data collection with multiple
interfaces for AMS, ECDIS, tank
monitoring systems, flow meters, etc.
Data instantly visible on board thanks
to the EEM panel (optional)

CARRIER AND VESSEL SOLUTIONS
TECHNOLOGY
Integrated into the onboard IT system
Volume optimized and thus cost optimized
“ship-to-shore“ data transfer and data collection for
the entire fleet

Interfaces with multiple devices, e.g.,
with the flow meter as shown above

Seamless integration with Bluetracker One
analysis tools
Maximum data integrity: intelligent data
replication engine

Bluetracker onboard server cabinet

EEM panel for real-time monitoring
onboard

SCOPE OF SUPPLY
Industry-standard PC (e.g., SSD, fanless PC)

Basic visualization ashore

Customer care including email and telephone support

Option: Energy Efficiency Monitoring (EEM) panel

Remote software update service

Option: full scope of Bluetracker One analysis
modules

PACKAGING

VALIDATION

CORE

COLLABORIATION

PERFORMANCE

COMPLIANCE

AGGREGATION

Bluetracker Automatic is available with the power
of visualization and analysis of Bluetracker One. The
analysis of all data includes validation, aggregation
and supervision of the data.

SUPERVISION

BLUETRACKER
AUTOMATIC
Sample data source

BLUETRACKER
REPORTING

CUSTOM
INTEGRATION

Report data source

If you have a question or would like to set up an appointment with one of our sales representatives, please phone or email us:

+49 461 43041-0

bluetracker@navis.com

www.navis.com

